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Benchmarking the latest generation of 2D hydraulic modelling packages 

Introduction 

In most hydraulic modelling software, there is a 1D-2D link function, which 

simulates river to floodplain water volume exchange. 1D models are good for 

defining flow direction and modelling the channel using cross-sections, whilst 2D 

models are good for modelling the floodplain and representing more complex flow 

paths and velocities. Water transfers between the river (1D) and the floodplain (2D) 

are governed by water level difference. Therefore, It is important to compare river 

water levels predicted by the models.  

 

Literature Review 

There is no parameter value or modelling approach specified for the prediction of 

river and floodplain volume transfer (except the elevations specified by the 

breaklines). Predictions made using 1D river to 2D floodplain linking are therefore 

unlikely to be consistent between software packages overtopping (S. Néelz and G. 

Pender, 2013).  

 

The right figure assesses packages’ 

ability to simulate fluvial flooding in a 

relatively large river, with floodplain 

flooding taking place due to river bank 

overtopping. The differences in peak 

levels observed can be broadly 

explained by the different schemes for 

linking the 1D and 2D models, and 

different model constructions. Exchange processes between river and floodplain 
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Discharge and Water Depth at different cross sections 

are complex and this is reflected in the models. Small differences upstream affect 

local inundation processes, which in turn affect the water table level and 

inundation processes further downstream. A ‘cascading’ effect operates, which 

makes it unlikely that models will return identical results.  

 

Methodology 

Before linking river and floodplain, a river component using 1D cross-sections 

should be built. In a rectangular river channel geometry, boundary conditions are 

a hypothetical inflow hydrograph and downstream curves. The water depth and 

discharge are predicted by Modified Attenuation-Kinematic Method (Python), 

shown as below. In this case, the river embankments are high enough to keep the 

water from overtopping.  

 

In the next 4 months, several numerical models should be created to estimate the 

water volume transfer between the river and floodplain, when water levels are 

higher than river bank elevations, causing any flooding. River and floodplain 

dynamics are complex. Exchanges of water influence river levels which in turn 
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affect exchanges downstream, even upstream in subcritical river flows, resulting in 

complicated ‘cascading’ propagation of any differences arising in the model 

predictions. Therefore, a lot of variables need to be taken into consideration, 

including cross sections, river embankment, floodplain topography, etc.  

 

Conclusion 

The objective of this thesis is to assess the available 1D river to 2D floodplain links, 

and predict water volume exchange between river and floodplain. The study 

concentrates on building models, calculating and estimating water exchange. It also 

covers hydrograph curves and graphs showing time and water level.  

 

The report is planned to be finished by the end of July.  


